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Lea: Orthograde

Bronwyn Lea

Orthograde

I have pictured her from the back
A curving coming down the spine
Through the hip & then reversing
To a graceful S-bend
As it travels down the weight-bearing foot.
A figure standing contraposto
A plumbline dropped from the base of the neck
The upward hip-swing exaggerated
The matching shoulder slightly dropped.
A life contoured with a fine stick
Of willow charcoal
An ingres envelope of living
A nude with all its lines and glances
Adding up to a faint facsimile of god.
I say, "your eye sockets
Are midpoint on your face, your beauty
Pronounced in the curvature
Of your mouth, your head surprisingly deep,"
As if by recounting the lines
I might be excluded from their mystery.
And though what my eye follows is the form,
The pubis reproduced with its soft assertion,
I cannot see the pelvic bone
Stacked like a high-backed saddle
A scaffolding for some ancient plan.
Yet I know it is the unseen
That is the principle thing.
I'm most unstable when upright
Dizzy with each unfolding complication
Of walking-the deliberate displacement
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Of balance-the continual loss
And recapture. But in running,
I've known the moment
When both feet are off the ground
Momentum thrusting even further forward
Balance point always leading
Heedless of the requisite fall.
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